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The Secretariat also acknowledged the presence of the following bidders and their
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Louri LacabaeBizolutiona

Bidder/s Queries Responses of the TWG/BAC
Section ll. lnstruction to Bidders
JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

5. Eligible Bidder ltem 5.3

The SLCC is 75 million. there are
limited partners that can provide a
75 million contract as their SLCC,
would the BAC consider
aggregation of contracts to reach
the minimum single largest
contract amount of Php 75
million?

For the SLCC, the BAC is considering
only one (1) contract that is similar to
the project.

Eman
Lacuata
Nexus

For this contract (still on SLCC),
does it need to be a completed
contract or ongoing contract?

For the SLCC, it should be completed.
There is a separate template for the
ongoing contracts.

Paul Peter
Garcia -
Crayon

\Mth regards to the Eligibility of
the partners, does PSA allowing a
Joint Ventures or partnership to
deliver of the
services/subscription for this
project.

There will be a similar discussion later
once we reach further provisions of
the PBD.

Rosa
Mendoza
SMSGT

The bidder's contract is covered
by a Confidentiality Agreement.

the bidder would like to know
whether the PSA will require them
to submit a copy of their contract?
because on the prescribed forms,

The submission of the contract is not
mandatory. The bidder may fill
template for SLCC and as proof of the
same contract, the bidder may
attach/submit a letter of acceptance,
Notice of Award, etc. in lieu of the
contract per se.

a

The Secretariat presented the bidding documents

Section I - lnvitation to Bid
The Secretariat presented the bidding schedule:

Activity Schedule
Submission of Bids November 03, 2020 on or before 01:30PM

Opening of Bids November 03,2020 - 02:00PM

The Approved Budget for the Contract is Php '149,000,000.00.

The Secretariat informed the prospective bidders to submit their bids physically and that
the opening of bids will be conducted virtually.

The Secretariat also presented Section Vl, Schedule of Requirement and Section Vll
Technical Specification.

The prospective bidders were given the opportunity to raise questions/clarifications:a
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they will have to fill in the blank but
there's no indication that the
bidder has to attach contract

Jett Lim -
ePLDT

How will PSA treat contracts that
are covered by NDA?

There are pieces information on the
contract that are basic information not
covered by NDA. These pieces of
information may be the contract
amount, name of company, contract
durations, etc.

JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

On Section ll. ltem No 9.

for clarification purposes, the
bidders have ten (10) days from
the submission and opening of
bids to submit their queries for the
project.

Yes

Migs De
Guzman
Tim Corp

The bidder humbly requested for
the extension of the submission of
bids to the possibly one (1) month.

the reason being is that the project
scope is quite large and at the
same time documentation from
principal partner - especially
when said partner is a foreign
entity and would need to go
through consularization,
application of PhiIGEPS and the
likes - would take time.

Does it mean that consularization
and apostilization of the
documents is not going to be
require for the documents for our
foreign entity? As well as the
PhiIGEPS?

The BAC answered that they will
discuss this matler with the PMO
(PhilSys). Nonetheless, the
Secretariat informed the bidders of
the relaxation of the notarial
requirements in accordance with
GPPB Resolution No. 09-2020.

PhiIGEPS is required for the foreign
entity. But for the other documents
mentioned, the Secretariat will have to
check whether the submission of
those can also be relaxed.

Abigail
Roces
Cloud4C

Cloud 4C, a foreign entity, would
also like to request for an
extension.

The bidders were still in the
process of applying necessary
documents like PhilGEPS.

The BAC after discussing the matter
with PMO, will release the
corresponding bid bulletin on this
query.

JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

On the computation of the NFCC
for the project, how much should
that be?

For Committed Line of Credit, bidders
should have at least 10% of the ABC.

Nonetheless, the BAC referred the
bidder to the formula in computing
NFCC.

A PSA Complex, East Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines 1101
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Section Vl. Schedule of Requirements
JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

The bidder sought clarification as
to why the duration of the contract
for the project is only eight (8)
months.

Normally, contracts are either one
(1) to three (3) years.

Mryvin Cortez:
The reason for the eight (8) months
contract duration is because the PMO
were only given until June 2021 to
spend the budget as per the WATER,
ELEGTRICIry,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND
INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS
(\A/ETI) Guidelines.

Noel Pasia
- Cloud4C

Wll PSA provide an editable
version of presented document
such as the Technical
Specifications?

It is by written request. Bidders are
required to state their compliance
against each line item of the Section
Vl l-Technical Specifications.

Sherman
Antonio
First Data
Corp

On ISO Certification,
are the bidders required to submit
the proof of their ISO
Certification? Or is it not required
by the PSA?

The bidders are not required to submit
their proof of ISO certification.
However, should the BAC check on
the evidence, the bidder should have
submitted the same.

For PSA, only the statement of
compliance on Section Vll will suffice.
Checking of the proofs will form part of
the postqualification.

Robert Roy
- Nexus

Can the JV partner provide
the ISO Certification? Or will
both parties have to be ISO
certified?

Normally, resellers or vendors
are ISO 9001-2015 certified.
Those ISO mentioned in the
specifications will be coming
from the Manufacturer or the
principal itself.

The BAC will make the necessary
clarification on this matter,

*another bidder referred Mr. Roy on
the provisions about ISO certification
for Cloud Administration Services
Provider which is indicated in the
TOR. Since the ISO being reference
to in the Section Vll is for the Cloud
Service Provider.

JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

On application
lnfrastructure (ACl)
orchestrator,

What are the specific functions
that are envisioned to be manage
by the ACI multi-site orchestrator?

The TWG refened the bidder to the
Terms of Reference as there are
some details on the use of ACI in the
document.

ln order to provide exact and specific
response to the questions, the bidder
was asked to document and send the
queries through the BAC Secretariat
(via email).

The Secretariat presented the Bid Bulletin No. 1, attached herewith are the Technical
S ions and Terms of Reference.

PSA Complex, East Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines 1101
T€lephone: (632) 8938-5267
\ryww.psa.gov.ph
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Nonetheless, for quick answer to the
question, the multi-site orchestrator is
based on the TWG's own frame
infrastructure, off shore public cloud
infrastruclure.

Sherman
Anton io
First Data
Corp

On demand or Pay per use -
Specifically on the provisions such
as "engaging in an On- demand
model' and "decides the need for
it to have a dedicated virtual host",
will these provisions fall between
the 8 mo. Contract duration?

lf it is a subscription, most of the
partners and the providers are
working on the monthly budget.

Thus, for the requirement on On-
Demand and Pay-per-use, is it
within the monthly budget or if
there's an increase, is it the
responsibility of the winning
bidder?

The bidder raised concern about
working on a fix price per month.
increasing the demand for
example, on the next 3 to 4
months might be commercially
challenging if it's not declared as
early as now.

The TWG answered that for the
requirement for On-Demand, they are
actually referring to Pay-per-use
model.
The ABC is based on the maximum
demand that the TWG has internally
sized up. They (TWG) referred the
bidder to the Terms of Reference, the
one that was tabulated on Section
4.2.2 as the provisions indicated
therein were definitely lower so as to
give some room for the bidders.

The TWG firmly believed that the
PhP149 Million ABC should be
sufficient to cover for additional
resource that PSA might require
within the 8-month period.

We're using a Pay-per-use model, so
on a monthly or quarterly basis there
will be variants of actual usage. ln
fact, there is also a possibility that the
PSA may not at all require an
incremental resource within that 8-
month period.

The TWG referred the bidder to the
various sizing requirements and
mentioned that PSA does not want to
pay for reserye instances because
that might be an issue given that
reserve instances means that "if you
don't use it, you will still pay for it",
PSA is not amenable with that
arrangement. Thus, PSA is looking
into an on demand or pay-per-use
model.

JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

The bidder would like to confirm is
their understanding is correct
based on the previous exchanges
regarding the requirement of the
PSA on Pay per use.

the bidder's understanding is that

The TWG answered that in a way that
understanding is correct.

The TWG also suggested for the
bidder to formally submit their queries
on this issue so that this could be
discussed in detail with the BAC.

PSA Complex, Easl Avenue, Oiliman, Quezon City, Philippines 1101
Telephone: (632) 893S5267
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for the bid, the bidder will price it
based on the existing
configuration. Now, if there will be
changes to the existing
configurations, perhaps an
increase in quantity/confi guration,
correspondingly, whatever is the
applicable price shall be adjusted
based on what was submitted. As
the bid is based on the original
configurations.

The only time it becomes tricky is
if new configuration or new items
are brought in that are not part of
the original bid because at that
stage prices would not be locked
in.

Eman
Lacuata
Nexus

Based on the instances
mentioned earlier, would it be
possible to identify the operating
system and which servers actually
runs database services - as this
will also affects the pricing for the
project?

The TWG answered that such
information will only be disclosed to
the winning bidder due to
confidentiality of the System
lntegration project.

Noel Pasia
- Cloud4C

There is actually a clause that was
mentioned, not in the bid bulletin
but in the other documents that
the BAC has issued, that PSA is
expecting actual charges from the
subscriptions.

The bidder understands that there
will be variable actual charges on
a month{o-month basis,
depending on how the instances
grow or shrink, or how they talk to
each other (e.g , bandwidth
charges)

does PSA expect two (2) different
charges? Meaning - one will be
the actual in terms of public Cloud
provisions
- and the other charge is for the
other items such as connectivity,
third-party tools and managed
servlces, etc.

The bidder clarified that since

No. the PSA does not require two (2)
charges.
The expectation primarily is actual
(i.e., charges based on public cloud
provisions).

Any additional cost not clearly
specified in the TOR, may be
considered as additional resource for
pay-per-use model.

The TWG noted that they did not
specifically indicate the OS for the
sizing requirement in the TOR. The Sl
partner of the PMO will be the one to
install its OS on a per instance per
server type model

the TWG mentioned that bidders
should quote based on the Terms of
Reference as required, if the sizing
requirement did not mention any OS,
then bidders are not required to quote
for an OS

A PSA Complex, Easl Avenue, Oiliman, Quezon City, Philippines 1101
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there has no mentioned Operating
System or servers,
the bidder will only be submitting
a very basic configuration void of
anything. lf the bidder were to put
an operating system on top of its
bid, will PSA charge
differently/higher?

Dinno
Ebora
Microsoft

The bidder assumed that the
provision indicated in said table is
the actual disk of the VMs. The
bidder inquired whether the
storage requirement for the disk of
the VMs is 228T8?

The bidder directed the attention
of the body to the
Terms of Reference, specifically,
on the Raw Block-Level Storage:

The storage capacity requirement is
based on hot storage setup and that
setup is basically for everything that
PSA would need. The storage
requirement is not for the VM disk.

Noel Pasia
- Cloud4C

On the requirement for Clusters -
that is, "4 cluster, 2 nodes per
cluste/'

difierent clouds have different
implementation of clustering and
high availability. the bidder
requested for the "4 cluster, 2
nodes per cluster" requirement to
be relaxed or strike out, primarily
because the bidder has their own
implementation of availability and
security for their HSM.

The TWG answered for the bidder to
kindly formalize said request and to
submit the same to the BAC. The
response to the query will be in the
form of a bid bulletin.

JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

1 . Quorum authentication is also
known as MOFN Authentication,
the bidder will propose that the
language should include "must
support quorum or MOFN
Authentication for critical
administration administrative key
management functions"

2.On "must support multi-factor
authentication" the bidder

TWG will have to consult their project
head/end-user for that one. Because

The Technical Working Group clarified for the benefit of the bidders that the row for
"Association" which is states that bidders 'must be single tenant and tampered resistant'
- that requirement is for Cloud Based/hardware Security module (HSM) and that was well
stated on the Terms of Reference. Thus, from the above-mentioned statement on 'single-
tenant" up to multi factor authentication, those provisions are actually for HSM.

'ffi-

The Secretariat noted on this.
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I

I
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proposed to modify the language
to "must support two or multi-
factor authentication applicable
language' so that we can line
accordingly to our evidentially
documents.

there is a Rationale/Reason why
multi-factor authentication is required
and not for two (2) factor
authentication but just the same the
bidders were asked to document said
proposal, so that TWG will have a
basis for discussion

Dinno
Ebora
Microsoft

Does this have eprrelation or in
relation to the application logs
requirement?

Based on the specifications, PSA
needs a fully managed service but
items are actually reflecting that
PSA wants to manage the service
(that is, by managing the disk,
scaling, the number of CPUs and
RAM and the minimum number of
node). Such is limiting the
capability of the fully managed
service.

ls it necessary for the fully
manage service to be an open
source?

Yes

The TWG answered that lt is really not
a conflict but rather, the idea here is
that the monitoring, the access to it,
PSA would have to co-exist also with
the service provider.

The TWG confirmed and answered
that they will also look into it, if open
standards would be acceptable

JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

On encrypted Audit Trail/Logs
alone, it indicated "support for
multi-factor authentication deletes
for unintentional deletes and
additional security"

The bidder wanted to check -
since every cloud service has a
different way of ensuring
unintentional deletes and
additional security- as an example
in their (bidder's) own platform, no
deletes are required per activity
logs. that being the case, the
bidder asked is a
provision/statement "or
equivalent" can be included in
order to achieve the objective?

The position of the TWG primarily is -
as long as it provides an equivalent
functionality then, perhaps it can be
considered but again, there has to be
a consensus with all the Technical
Working Group mem bers/End-user.

Bidders were asked to kindly
document it for basis of discussion.

Noel Pasia
- Cloud4C

Related to Web Application
Firewall (WAF) and Cloud
Distributed Denial of Services
(DDoS),

The TWG answered that they will look
into this.

But as far as WAF and DDoS is
concern the TWG understood that it
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These are not stated on the table
of the workloads, is there a line
stating that "these should be
available' and will complement
the discussion earlier - that is, "if
these are needed by the Sl and
PSA, this will just be an additional
component that will be charged
eventually"? Because there is no
exact amount, no parameters on
WAF and DDoS functionality. The
bidder further stated that based on
availability, they can comply.
However, as to the actual
workload, given that there were no
provisions indicated, they cannot
guarantee that they can meet the
requirements.

Will the BAC/PSA allow the bidder
to put additional clause
component that they feel are
needed?

should be based on a per instance
and also in the amount of traffic - in
and out.

The TWG asked the bidders whether
such mentions are not sufficient for
them to come up with a price for WAF
and DDOs?

Based on the TWG's understanding
and experience in terms WAF and
DDoS security as a service, typically,
it is measured based on the amount of
traffic.

The TWG opted to include the IOPS
and also the data transfer out,
because they felt that those are
sufficient for the bidder to be able to
come up with the pricing for those
specific services.

Should the bidder feel that they have
a different pricing structure, or
different set of parameters, the TWG
suggested for the bidders to
document it and the TWG will look into
it

Technically, bidders are instructed to
price out whatever requirements have
been stated on the Terms of
Reference. Now, if bidder feels that
there are missing components, the
bidder can put and include it on
bidder's proposal but TWG clarified
that putting additional components
(that are not required by the project at
hand) has no weighUbearing in the
evaluation and warned the bidders
that by doing so may in fact affect the
price in their financial proposal.

Sherman
Antonio

On Configuration Rules,
specifically on the provision which
stated "able to provide capability

The Secretariat concurred

A PSA Complex, Easl Avenue, Oiliman, Quezon City, Philippines 1101
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First Data
Corp

to assess,
configurations
resources",

audit,
of

evaluate
cloud

The bidder inquired whether the
expectation for this statement,
should they indicate 'comply' in
the line item provided, is that the
costing related to this capability is
expected to be as part of bidder's
tender?

Jett Lim
ePLDT

On Dedicated Connectivity,
specifically on the requirement for
"on premise data centers". Can
these data centers be identified
ahead of time? given that the
bidders were only given limited
time to implement the project.
\Mrere is the exact location of the
on-premise data center of the
PSA?

For now, what the PSA can give is the
general location (Makati and Clark)
but not the specific location, the bidder
must sign a NDA for this.

JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

On Dedicated Connectivity, for
clarification, the connectivity will
be treated as a reseller product
and not as a contracting?
Reseller relationship is accepted?

Yes.

Sherman
Antonio
First Data
Corp

ln addition to Dedicated
Connectivity,
is it part of our tender to provide
1GB of connectivity from PSA to
Cloud infra?

It is not capability that supports 1

GB, that 1 Gb is part of the
deliverable of the winning bidder?

So, the rest are specification of
the VGP, 10O0BASe-LX are really
com plimenting the specifi cation?

Yes,

Yes.
if you are familiar with the multiple

connectivity between "on premise"
and 'off premise", essentially this is
alike.

Yes

Lewis Tan -
WSL ABL

Re monitoring, given the nature
that this office project on the
volume of traffic and data use
model, we would assume that this
pay per use model would mean to
be monitorin g ofthe traffic

Yes

JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

ln addition
connectivity,

to dedicated The TWG answered that those
devices are no longer needed

ffi
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I
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ln the previous TOR, there was
indication that all devices on the
data center side will also be
provided as part of the
connectivity. but it does not
appear h anymore (based in the
document being presented). Are
the bidders to assume that those
devices are no longer required for
the dedicated eonnectivity?

The bidders pointed to the TWG
the equipment of the data center
themselves that will connect to the
cloud.

So that assumes facility at the
other end is already equipped to
receive the connectivity

because the connectivity is 'facility to
facility connectivity.'

Yes

Mileah
Globe

On Data Center, it is mentioned
that there are three (3) data
centers, is that right?

On internet connectivity, is it for all
the data centers?

On Dedicated Connectivity,
is the 99.9olo SLA a hard target?

As mentioned earlier, there are three
(3) data centers. But for the cloud
use/purposes, there are only two (2)
sites/area.

No, for only two (2) sites/area.

Yes

Sherman
Antonio
First Data
Corp

This is in relation to the question
stated by Mr. JD Poyatos
regarding essential peripherals.

Although the presented provision
only tackles internet connectivity,
the bidder noted that internet
connectivity is a key item
connected outside the cloud.

For example, if we deem that we
need a firewall, and all the
distribution switches, it should be

art of bid of the rtner as well-

Yes, the requirement is just for the line
(internet connectivity).

\Mrat was meant by the "essential
peripherals' are: for example, as far
as our data centers are concerned, it
is equipped with all the needed
switches and routers, Now, for the
receiving end, which is the Cloud
Service Provider (CSP), they should
be able to have all the essential
equipment to receive the trafilc.

PSA Complex, East Avenue, Oiliman, Quezon City, phitippines .ll01
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For clarification, should there is an
existing firewall and distribution
switches, the expectations from
the bidders would only be the
1 GBps internet connectivity

Jett Lim -
ePLDT

Clarification on how will the site-
to-site VPN web established?

There will be no firewall included
on our proposal for connectivity. ls
it correct?

It was mentioned earlier that there
are no peripherals needed, that
the bidder just needs to establish
the connectivity. However, based
on the statement provided now,
the bidder is required to provide
the peripherals not just the
c,onnectivity.

to provide the peripherals in this
case, will be providing the
connectivity, router and the
firewalls to establish a site-to-site
VPN. ls that what you meant?

That would be form
technical discussion.
disclosed yet.

part of
It cannot

the
be

The TWG answered that the reason
why there's a need for internet
connectivity is for public internet
access and communication between
the two (2) sites.

At the receiving end (the CSP
infrastructure), it is not enough to just
have a switch to receive the traffic.

Should this statement not clear
enough, bidders are welcome to
submit their queries to the BAC

Noel Pasia
- Cloud4C

ln relation to the Storage
requirement on the 228TB and the
200TB Object Storage,

'Snapshots' actually eats up as
capacity. ls this on top of the
228T8 and the 200T8 storage or
are the bidders required to add
other provisions for this?

This is an extra provisioning that might
be required eventually within the 8
months subscription period.

Noel Pasia
- Cloud4C

On Enterprise Support Plan,

ln relation to the ISO Certification
discussed earlier, in this particular
case, this Certification and
compliances are now for the
manage service provider? ls that
correct?

Yes, this requirement is for the local
provider/reseller.

A ffi

It was mentioned that it should include 
I

all essential peripherals. 
I

I

What we mean by 'including essential
peripherals" is that it should be a clean
traffic.

I

I

I

I

I
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Eman
Lacuata
Nexus

On the SLA for Cloud Service
Level Commitment, specifically on
'monthly uptime percentage of
99.99%',

there's a variation for "uptime' for
resources within Azure. For
example, for a virtual machine and
for storage services and
resources, the bidder can acquire
99.990/0. however, for some
resource that PSA might use, the
bidder may not acquire the
99.99% if there's no SLA specific
for the additional resources. How
will the PSA treat this issue?

Like Azure, there is variation
uptime resources like virtual
machine its 99.990/0, for storage
services its 99.99% but, for some
resource that might use might not
need 99.99o/o if there's no SLA.
Can PSA specify that?

Like Virtual machine and
containers can meet the SLA but
for the storage container, and the
likes etc it cannot meet the said
SLA should PSA will intend to use
storage containers.
Like the directory services,
Microsofi can provide 99.97o
which is lower in terms of the SLA.

Like application gateway,
automation and all have lower
SLA. The bidder raised concern to
be more specific on this.

bidder: active directory services,
application gateway is an example

TWG: On the active directory, it is not
part of our requirement.

Sherman
Antonio
First Data
Corp

the bidder followed up that
resources like Back up, Drs, and
APls (that the PSA will need), also
has specific SLA as well that are
applicable with the TOR.

As mentioned by one of the bidders
earlier, the 99.99% is a general SLA
requirement for cloud services.

lf, for example, PSA needs to have
additional services not required on
Day 1, but within the service
catalogue of the CSP, then the
highest service level will prevail.
So, if the highest service level of that

particular service component within

A PSA Complex, East Avenue, Oiliman, Quezon City, Philippines 1101
Telephone: (632) 893&5267
www.psa.gov.phffi
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the service catalog is 99.9% then that
would be acceptable.

Milea h
Globe

On the implementation of the
services, the bidder asked
whether the provider will
implement the infrastructure as a
service only?

The implementation services being
referred to basically:
1.the provision of the resources - the
computer and storage requirements
2. deactivation
3.provision of the dashboard, portals
and GUI
4.connectivity requirement as also
state in the terms of reference

Noel Pasia
- Cloud4C

Are you not expecting a managed
services proposal on this
bid/project?

ln terms of the entirety of the 8
mos. Contract, we may actually
part of the services/ devices,
example of ACls, as part of the
managed service.

Are you expecting that there will
be managed service provision on
top of the services that is basically
being provided by the public
cloud?

On the entire I months contract, the
PSA may actually provide part of the
services/devices just like ACI as part
of the manage service.

Yes. lf the bidderwill look on the TOR,
there is a section there for cloud
administration services and looking
for the details of which, it translates to
a managed service.

Noel Pasia
- Gloud4C

On the updated specifications
regarding sizing requirement.

The bidder noticed that there are
seven (7) or eight (8) categories-
the bidder asked if those
quantities on the column 2 already
considered the high availability,
resiliency and clustering set up of
the applications on the database?

Technically Yes. I said technically
because the sizing requirement was
actually co-engineered both by PSA
and Sl provider.

JD Poyatos
- Microsoft

Just a clarification on the previous
raised. the bidder noticed two (2)
types of storage.

1. SSD Storage (228T8)
2. Object Storage (200TB)

The bidder also noticed that there
are no VM Storage associated

The bidder's reading of this
architecture is a block level
storage 228tb are meant to be use
for VMs and that the 200tb Object
storage is the one separate block

Partially correct. but what will happen
basically is that the PSA will be the
one to carve out the instances or the
VMs required for the block level
storage. At the end of the day, this
storage, these are all hot storage and
not attached storage.

All those instances which the machine
quantity, the vCPU etc. and all the
storage capacity as stated and also
the data transfer out and the IOPS
must be available on Day 't.

A PSA Complex, East Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines .1101
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Day 1, these 228 and
storages are available. ls
bidder correct?

storage essentially. The bidder
asked if their understanding is
correct.

200
the

ln the total number of the quantity
is about 1 19, all of these instances
will be connected to this storage
volume?

ln fact, that will be the basis of
financial bid and including the other
components as mentioned in the
earlier sections.

Yes

Lewis Tan -
WSL ABL

On data sovereignty,
For clarification - ls there a need
for a physical data center to be
present for cloud service in the
Philippines or if not, would there
be a consideration for an alternate
solution?

ln the terms of reference, the PSA
have consistently stated the specific
Philippine laws that covers the data
sovereignty, and made reference to
the Philippine cloud flrst policy and
provided the specific provisions of
those two (2) documents that would
be the basis of compliance for data
sovereignty.

There are prescribed rules, policies
and regulations when it comes to the
data storage, processing and
management of government data
outside the country (Philippines)

The TWG may suggested for the
bidder to go through the provisions of
the Philippine law and all the specific
sections have been well stated in the
TOR.

Noel Pasia
- Cloud4C

On Section 7
M ilestones/Terms,

"PSA shall pay the subscription on
a monthly basis based on actual
usage."

the bidder informed the BAC to
expect that there will be additional
charges on top of those provision
in the TOR because the additional
service that the bidders might, as
a cloud service provider/manage
service provider, think or include
in the bid in order to conform with
the necessary requirement will be
placed, such as 2x4gb RAM which

Payment The TWG answered that they used
the term 'resources" in the payment
terms/milestones. And clarifi ed further
that, for managed services under
normal conditions, it is also referred to
as a "subscription" because the bidder
subscribes to an outsourced for a
managed service engagement and if
there are additional components, this
will fall under additional resources.

A PSA Complex, East Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines 11Ol
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can be easily Provided

\Mrat will be the additional
resources on top of this as related
to the previous comments earlier
was that there will be additional
services/products/devices that
would-be pulon top of Payment.
Thus, the payment terms will no
longer based on the subscriPtion
but instead on the managed
services.

Noel Pasia
- Gloud4C

The bidder asked when is the
schedule for the Go-live?

The delivery schedule as mentioned
earlier is fifteen (15) days upon the
receipt of NTP. The CSP should be
activated already.

The Go-live will be dependent on the
end-user as to when will they put
everything in the production.

But what the PSA requires as per
terms of reference is that, the
provisions, VMs and other resources
must be active and ready for use
within or not more than fifteen (15)
da su recer of NTP

Wtren asked until when will the BAC accept request for clarifications on this procurement, the
Secretariat informed the bidders that they have ten (10) calendar days before the opening of
bids, to raise their concernslqueries in writing, thru email.

The Secretariat also discussed the checklist of technical and financial documents to the
bidders and no questions were received from the bidders.

The Secretariat also reminded the bidders to review and further explained the prescribed
bidding forms to the bidders as posted in the PSA Website.

The Chairperson, in behalf of the BAC and TWG, expressed appreciation on the participation
of the bidders in attendance.

Having no other queries, the Chairperson adjourned the Pre-bid conference

Pre red

Staff, BAC Secretariat
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